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People, passion
& progress
SINCE MARIE AND I were children, our home has

always been open to friends. We grew up with
the idea that people and family are important
in all matters, whether personal or business,
and because of that we try to incorporate
that into the way that Bolon works. We want
to nurture the relationships upon which the
company is built, because that kind of passion
comes naturally. It’s the way we were raised.
Happily, 2016 was a chance to renew old
acquaintances. We first worked with Jean
Nouvel in 2012, and he has returned
to Bolon with a new flooring design, the first
architect-driven collection that we have ever
created – a collaboration made all the more
special by its unveiling at Jean’s retrospective
at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris. We
also welcomed back Form Us With Love,
a studio we have worked with for eight years,
to create Bolon’s 2017 campaign. It’s so
important to Bolon that we work with people
we’ve bonded with. It’s a decision made even
easier when your friends are as talented as
Jean and Form Us With Love: it’s a way of doing
business with both your head and your heart.

As talented as our collaborators are, however,
Bolon wouldn’t be what it is without the
people working within the company. It’s
a special feeling to work in a family-owned
company and everyone who comes to Bolon
feels that atmosphere. It’s the whole team
who drive Bolon forward, which is why
this issue of Projects We Love puts a special
focus on our Research and Development
Department and the experiments they’ve been
conducting with Bolon’s material, the exciting
results of which will be displayed during
Stockholm Design Week in February 2017.
Projects like this are the reason we go to work
and they’re what you’ll find in Projects We Love.
A desire to improve and move forward is in
every aspect of Bolon’s DNA, which is what
has allowed us to be the kind of brand we are.
For both Marie and I, our work with Bolon
has always required passion – if it wasn’t
there, it would show. To work hard, you need
to be having fun. Fortunately, the people who
surround us at Bolon make sure that we are.
ANNICA EKLUND, CEO BOLON
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NOTICE BOARD
PROJECTS WE LOVE

AN EVENING BY YOU
London-based designer Jacopo Sarzi created a visual feast for An Evening By You, an event
produced by creative agency Tack Studio to celebrate the Bolon By You flooring collection.
Sarzi conceived the Still Life installation to showcase the potential of Bolon’s new flooring,
as well as masterminding an array of experimental canapés and drinks that took inspiration
from the collection.
The event, hosted in April 2016 at Bolon’s London showroom, was based around Sarzi’s
constellation of specially designed objects combined with Bolon By You samples, marble,
glassware and fresh flowers. Guests were invited to set up their own combinations, mixing
textures, materials and colours to create unique installations that blurred colour and shapes
in dynamic patterns. The still-lifes could then be photographed and printed at the event as
a souvenir of the night.
Czech designer Veronika Vimpelova created the garments worn by the Still Life assistants, as
well as designing the accessories worn by the waiters, made with colourful Bolon By You yarns.
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NOTICE BOARD
PROJECTS WE LOVE

Textiles are a
talking point
Swedish designers Emma Olbers and
Lisa Hilland created a new series of
objects and furniture by combining
Bolon By You with wood for their
exhibition Talking Pieces. The
experimental designs, shown at Almgrens
Sidenväveri in Stockholm in February
2016, were created to encourage
conversation. “Through the objects, we
urge people to have meetings and create
new friendships,” say Olbers and Hilland.
“We also thought a lot about exciting new
encounters between different materials.
Low-tech meets high-tech. But we also
wanted to challenge ourselves and work
with new technologies and material
combinations.” The designers paired
wood with industrially produced
jacquard tapestries, leather from
specialist producer Tärnsjö, silk,
and specially designed screws.

BOLON EXHIBITS
WITH A TRUE ICON

Silence is golden
British fashion designer Matthew Williamson has chosen Bolon’s Silence for his new London
showroom. The space – which is used for VIP dressing, personal shopping appointments,
meetings and events – was designed by Williamson and includes colourful and eclectic fabrics
and wallpapers from his range for British manufacturer Osborne & Little. Alongside this, the
showroom is adorned with art objects from Williamson’s travels, and highlights include a fitting
room decorated with pink flamingo wallpaper and a tropical print sitting room. Williamson is
renowned for his aesthetic, which embraces fine detail and kaleidoscopic colour. The Silence
Pulse flooring ties all these disparate elements of the showroom together, anchoring the colour
and pattern in an elegant, practical floor that enhances this refined yet exuberant space.

THE
SHOWROOM
HERO
Good design
Pedra Silva Architects’ offices for the Fraunhofer headquarters in Portugal have been awarded
the 2016 Green GOOD Design™ Award. The offices, which feature a wave of Bolon’s Botanic
Lotus flooring that encloses one of the meeting areas, were honoured by members of the
European Centre’s International Advisory Committee, who served as the jury for the award.
Pedra Silva was originally selected for the project through a competition created by
the Fraunhofer Institution, a non-profit private research association, to design its new space
in the University of Oporto’s Science and Technology Complex. The practice’s proposal was
simple yet dynamic, and proved well matched to the Fraunhofer Institution’s commitment to
innovation and exploration.

Bolon has developed a special 4x7m rug
for Volvo car showrooms worldwide.
Created for Volvo’s Hero Car concept,
the Texture Black flooring from Bolon’s
Graphic range will help to define a specific
area within the showrooms to showcase
specially selected vehicles. “The Hero Car
concept was created as a launch platform
for new car models in our dealer
showrooms,” says Simon Atlassi, senior
manager of retail marketing at Volvo.
“It’s a way to present the model differently
to the rest of the cars in the showroom.”

NEW 2017 SHOWROOMS
NEW YORK: Bolon NYC, 27 West 24th Street, 6th floor. STOCKHOLM: Birger Jarlsgatan 32.

PHOTO MARCUS LAWETT, ANDERS JUNGERMARK, ANDY LIFFNER, ROBIN GAUTIER, JOÃO MORGADO
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Bolon contributed 150m2 of flooring for the
exhibition Missoni Art Colour, held at
London’s Fashion and Textile Museum from
May to September 2016. The Zigzag Black
flooring came from the Bolon By Missoni
collection, enhancing the exhibition’s
presentation of 60 years of fashion that was
shown alongside paintings by major 20thcentury European artists and previously
unseen textiles by the late Ottavio Missoni.
“We were honoured to be asked to contribute
to this project,” said Bolon CEO Marie Eklund.
“Considering our long-time collaboration and
Missoni’s iconic status within fashion and
design, it was also highly appropriate that this
pattern was chosen. As well as enjoying all the
practical and aesthetic benefits of our flooring,
hopefully students and visitors will be inspired
by the space and the use of innovative design.”

A NEW WAVE OF TILE
Bolon has developed a playful, versatile new tile shape – Wave. “It is both organic and
graphic,” says Klara Persson, designer at Bolon. “It contains movement, as well as a sense of
calm. The design is highly adaptable, allowing users to create different shapes by combining
two or three tiles together, or else allowing the direction of the pattern to change between two
rows. “One can place it in different directions and build up soft waves, hard waves, or a roof
feeling,” says Persson, who notes that Wave’s distinctive shape emerged out of tireless
experimentation. “It developed from a curve that was cut in half. Now we can see so many
possibilities because it’s a fun shape to work with.”

PLAYING ON
THE GREEN
Korean designer JinSik Kim
created a playful and light-hearted
project for Milan Design Week
2016, showcasing a whimsical use
of Bolon flooring. His interactive
installation at the Wallpaper*
Hotel – a collaboration between
Wallpaper* magazine, Bolon,
JinSik and Spanish natural stone
company Cuellar Stone – was
a five-hole mini golf course, with
the traditional green turf replaced
by Bolon material in varying
patterns and colours.
JinSik’s installation was created
in Bolon’s carpentry studio in
Ulricehamn, Sweden, and
transported to the temporary
Wallpaper* Hotel at the Arcade
on Milan’s Via San Gregorio. “The
challenge was to recreate what are
essentially naturally occurring
phenomenon – relief, slopes,
curves and circles – but in a
convincingly artificial way,” says
JinSik. “I began to experiment
with colour and pattern and how
I could cut and lay flooring to get
the most from its three-dimensional
characteristics and complement the
shape of each obstacle.”
JinSik chose Bolon’s Create
collection in three colours for
the obstacles. In addition to
this, the entire installation space
featured Bolon By You flooring
complemented by marble accents
from Cuellar Stone.
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PROJECTS WE LOVE
OUR STORY

WORDS JOHANNA AGERMAN ROSS
PHOTOS ANNICA EKLUND

Come
as you are
Hospitality is an overused word – what should
be a tailor-made experience often comes from
a cookie-cutter mould. Not so in the hands of
Annica and Marie Eklund, for whom the art
of entertaining has always had a personal touch.

All 16 rooms at Villa La Madonna
have a view over the surrounding
vineyard and Bormida valley.

STAY WITH BOLON
WELCOME TO:

Villa La Madonna
LOCATION: Monastero
Bormida, Piedmont, Italy.
FACTS: This 17th-century
villa has a personal
connection for Marie
Eklund as her late husband
managed the vineyard here
for 25 years. The estate
consists of 65 per cent
Barbera and 35 per cent
Cabernet Sauvignon and
produces around
6,000 bottles a year from
its 17,500m2 of vines.
The hotel runs a series
of tastings for guests.
villalamadonna.com

This page: Annica and Marie Eklund; vintage furniture sits comfortably with contemporary designs. Opposite: A double bedroom with balcony at the Villa.

PHOTO ANDERS JUNGERMARK

“The heart of Villa La
Madonna is the kitchen,
the wine and the beautiful
landscape with its rich
traditions.”
IT’S A COLD AND windy February night and
the streets of Stockholm are empty but for
a few people hurrying to catch the post-rushhour train. Sweden is an inhospitable place
in winter. Even natives are aware of the moodaltering effects of months of short days and
long nights. Yet in the distance, far down
Kungsgatan, the glowing torches outside of
Theatre Oscar beckon. Inside, a warm welcome
instantly puts you in a happier place. The
theatre’s lobby has been transformed into a
dressing room where guests are encouraged to
don hats or feather boas. For tonight only, the
stage is not a setting for a play, but rather an

elaborate dinner hosted by Bolon. Since Marie
and Annica Eklund took over the family
business in 2003 they have made events such
as the Theatre Oscar dinner a trademark of
Bolon – carefully curated happenings that are
unlike anything you might experience in the
corporate world. It makes sense, then, that
the sisters are now turning their hand to
hospitality in the real sense of the word.
In 2015 Marie and Annica completed two
new projects – Urban House in Ulricehamn
and Villa La Madonna in Piedmont, Italy.
Urban House is a guesthouse for Bolon
friends and clients – similar to their other

locations: Lake House, which opened in 2014,
and the forthcoming Farm House, set
in a stables outside of Ulricehamn – while
Villa La Madonna is a small hotel, available
for anyone to book. “We never sat down and
made the decision, ‘Let’s do this now’,” says
Marie. “Instead, it’s happened organically
when the opportunities have come up.”
Annica fills in: “I guess it’s just part of our
personalities. Mum and Dad have always been
so generous and welcoming to our friends and
our home was always a natural focal point.
Hospitality is a natural part of our lives.”
URBAN HOUSE IS based in a 19th-century
warehouse in the middle of Ulricehamn.
Despite its small-town setting, the space has
the feeling of a downtown Manhattan loft,
with exposed brick walls and large windows
that offer views towards the nearby lake. The
six bedrooms are all decorated individually
and feature bathtubs and vintage furniture
sourced from the trips that Annica and Marie
take every year. “We are involved in all aspects
of the interior design and if we hadn’t been,
I don’t think it would be the same,” says
Annica. “It’s the small details that make it.
The playfulness that we experience in certain
places when we travel is what we bring home
and recreate in Urban House. “Look around
the space and you will spot a vintage French
travelling wardrobe, complete with its original »
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1. The understated luxe of
Urban House. 2. Looking over
the pool at Villa La Madonna in
Piedmont. 3. Celebration of
Midsummer at the Lake House.
4. Parts of the Italian villa date
back to the 17th century.
5. Guests mingle in the courtyard
at Urban House. 6. The bathroom
in room 4 at Urban House.
7. Room 2 at Urban House features
a rolltop bath and a chandelier
found on a trip to Brazil.
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STAY WITH BOLON
WELCOME TO:

Urban House
LOCATION:

Ulricehamn,
Sweden
FACTS: Based in a 19thcentury slaughterhouse
building, Bolon’s house
for visiting friends and
clients was also previously
Annica’s home in the
1990s. It now has a
RELAXED downtown
warehouse vibe and
collates treasured finds
from the sisters’
global travels.

labels, as well as a chandelier picked up during
a trip to Rio de Janeiro. Urban House stands
as a visual record of its proprietors’ experiences.
VILLA LA MADONNA, which is part of a
vineyard and covers a small estate in the
rolling hills of Piedmont, possesses a different
atmosphere. There is a yoga studio in a barn,
neat rows of grape vines, an outdoor kitchen
and a 400-year-old wine cellar protected by
Unesco’s heritage list. “The heart of Villa La
Madonna is the kitchen, the wine and the
beautiful landscape with its rich traditions,”
says Marie. “We want to create a place where
our guests can relax and experience Piedmont.”
It’s a retreat designed for guests to escape the

daily grind. Instead, visitors are invited to
partake in the annual harvest, learn to cook
the local cuisine, or simply enjoy the views
from one of the hotel’s many terraces and
let their minds wander.
This desire for authentic experience is
present throughout Annica and Marie’s work.
They are passionate about all of their projects,
whether a party, a new flooring collection or a
guesthouse. “It started when we realised how
many guests we have every year in Ulricehamn
and we didn’t want to take them to the local
hotel, as it was so different from our brand,”
says Annica. “Instead, we wanted to create
an atmosphere and environment that was
more personal and more reflective of Bolon.” »
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This page: View from the front porch. Opposite: The light and airy dining room at the Lake House.

“Business is not all about
numbers. It’s about
connecting. We believe
great things can start
when sharing a good meal.”
STAY WITH BOLON
WELCOME TO:

Lake House
LOCATION:

Ulricehamn, Sweden
FACTS: This house was
acquired by Bolon in
2013. Annica used the
location as a backdrop
to the photos in her first
book, Friends, Family,
Food a collection of
photos and recipes of
time spent at the lake,
entertaining muchloved guests.

LAKE HOUSE WAS the first embodiment of this

idea, paving the way for both Urban House
and Farm House. The wider enterprise has
proven so successful that there is now
a dedicated team managing the Bolon
guesthouses. “We have guests who want the
whole package – they want to stay in one of our
guesthouses and to go to the Bolon factory and
design studio tour, followed by a dinner cooked
by a local chef,” says Marie. “We hoped that
this would happen, but to see it actually work
is amazing. The house is always full.”
A key component of the guesthouses is
Bolon flooring itself and the interiors often

serve as test grounds for new collections and
ideas, giving guests a feeling for what it’s
like to have Bolon in their environment.
“We like people to experience something
that we have created, and by using Bolon in
these contexts we inspire people to see and
use Bolon in different ways,” says Marie.
“They get another insight into our products.”
Villa La Madonna is a case in point. When it
opened in April 2015, it featured a range of test
rugs produced by Bolon. Unlike the woven
vinyl flooring that the company made its
name with, these rugs featured vinyl mixed
with different type of textile fibres, creating
beautiful patterns and a warmer, softer feeling.
Materials from the prototype collection
from Villa La Madonna play a vital role
in Bolon’s 2017 concept, which highlights
the innovative process of the company’s
research and development team.
Creating room for this kind of experimentation is a way of building Bolon’s identity.
So is there an intention to continue to explore
Annica and Marie’s passion for hospitality?
“Our ambition is to open up our guesthouses
to other companies in order to have meetings
and stay over for brainstorming sessions and
a special experience,” says Marie. “But the
homeliness can never go,” adds Annica.
“Coming to a Bolon guesthouse should
always feel like visiting someone at home.” v

PROJECTS WE LOVE
RECENT PROJECTS

WORDS ROSIE SPENCER

BOLON GALLERY
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EVERY
PICTURE
TELLS
A STORY
Bold comic-style illustrations by two Belgian
artists adorn the walls of the newly refurbished
Radisson RED Brussels. The hotel, formerly
a Radisson Blu, is the first of many Radisson
RED hotels, including sites in Cape Town,
Dubai and Glasgow, with a new brand that
has been three years in the planning. To create
the distinctive look of the Brussels hotel, UK
design studio Graven, which has a long history
of collaboration with the Carlson Rezidor
Hotel Group that owns the Radisson brand,
looked to the city’s rich history of comic-book
illustrations, which includes Hergé’s famous
Tintin. As well as bespoke illustrated
wallpaper, the guest rooms in the Radisson
RED feature picnic tables and benches and
a variety of eye-catching accessories.
“The DNA of the brand is geared to
making the customer experience much
more interesting and intuitive than typical
middle-of-the-road hotels,” says Graven’s Jim »
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PROJECTS WE LOVE
RADISSON RED BRUSSELS

PROJECT INFORMATION
COLLECTION NAMES:

Bolon Now Silver
AREA: 4,300m2
LOCATION: Brussels,
Belgium
CLIENT: Radisson Red
Brussels
ARCHITECT: Graven

FROM THE ARCHITECT:
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Hamilton. “The palette of materials
throughout the hotel have been chosen
to create an interesting mix that all play
their part in creating a vibrant, exciting
environment. In other RED hotels in the
pipeline, polished concrete has been used
within the bedroom areas as the floor finish.
With the restraints of RED Brussels being
a refurb project rather than a new build, we
had to look at alternatives to concrete that
would give us an equally interesting finish
for the rooms. We looked at a huge selection
of options but felt that Bolon gave us the edge
we were looking for. The fact that Bolon could
be laid in fairly wide rolls meant that we
wouldn’t have to deal with lots of visible
junctions within the overall floor surface.
The strong visual appeal of the slightly
reflective silver tone also helped to make the
final decision on choosing Bolon an easy one.” v

PHOTO SØREN DAM THOMSEN
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“The Radisson RED is
an unashamedly cool,
contemporary and very
relaxed hotel. Using
Bolon in both the
guestrooms and the
public areas has helped
to push that message
across loud and clear.”

PROJECTS WE LOVE
TEAB + IC! BERLIN

REMAIN FOCUSED
Eyewear brand ic! berlin’s 20/20 store is located in Taipei 101, one of the world’s tallest buildings,
and was created by the Taiwanese studio Senjin Design. The high-impact black and white interior
showcases the brand’s eyewear in a variety of ways, with a series of innovative white display units
that contrast with the dark walls and floor and exhibit the glasses like works of art. In the centre
of the store is a tiered, oval-shaped shelving unit with Bolon flooring shaped around it in different
shades “to create an effect like a ripple, to interact with the shelving”, says Senjin Design’s Luke
Wang. “Using Bolon flooring made it easy to achieve this. The beauty of range is that the flexibility
allowed us to create a design that is unique to the store. For me, that’s a great thing to be able to
offer a client, for example, I was able to design this to resemble the pupil of the eye. We tried to
echo the store’s display of its unique seamless/screwless glasses in the design concept of the space.
Plus, Bolon performs so well in a commercial space as it’s hard wearing and easy to maintain, so I
never have to worry about it because I know the designs will always look good.”

COLLECTION NAME:

Bolon Bkb Plain Steel,
Bolon Botanic Osier,
Bolon Now Anthracite
AREA: 99m2
LOCATION: Taipei,
Taiwan
CLIENT: ic! berlin
ARCHITECT:

Senjin Design

FROM THE CLIENT:

“The range of
colours and
shapes combined
with its high-quality
practical elements
makes it very
suitable for
commerical projects
– an easy match.”
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ENERGY FLOW
Bolon is produced only 110km from Trollhättan, the home-base for Swedish energy firm Trollhättan
Energi (TEAB). For a company at the forefront of renewable energy and sustainability, TEAB found
that it made perfect sense to work with a local studio to lead the redesign of its headquarters. Paula
Stalfors, of architecture and design practice Formelle Arkitektur, led the project to breathe new life
into the existing 1940s TEAB building.
The space was originally divided into a series of tiny rooms dominated by a central corridor. “My
approach was to open it up and create a flexible working space with quiet working hubs,” says Stalfors.
Earthy tones are used throughout, with Bolon flooring as the canvas for the movements within the
office. “In the working zones, we have a calm colour with rolls from the Flow collection. Triangle
patterns are placed in the areas where we wanted interaction and energy, such as meeting rooms
and the lunch room. The Studio Scale Flow creates a peaceful yet flowing movement in the passages.”

PROJECT INFORMATION
COLLECTION NAME:

Bolon StudioTM
Scale, Bolon Flow
Stream, Alga, Coral,
Bolon Botanic Tilia,
Cilia, Bolon StudioTM
Triangle, Bolon
Botanic Tilia,
Cilia, Ivy
AREA: 850m2
LOCATION:

Trollhättan, Sweden
CLIENT: TEAB,
Trollhättan Energi

ARCHITECT:

Formelle
Arkitektur AB,
Paula Stalfors

FROM THE CLIENT:

“The architect used
several different
Bolon collections and
created something
that looks amazing.
It has made a good
environment in the
office – it brings a joy
to everyday work.”

PHOTO ANDERS JUNGERMARK, KYLEYU PHOTO STUDIO /DEVIN HUANG
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PROJECT INFORMATION

PROJECTS WE LOVE
RMS PARRAMATTA
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“The visually engaging geometric flooring works perfectly with the raw finishes and streamlined
design of the space,” says Alison Irons, principal interior design leader at GHD Woodhead. This
Australian design firm was responsible for the new offices of Roads and Maritime Services
(RMS) in Parramatta, a business district in the suburbs of Sydney. RMS is an Australian State
Government Agency responsible for transport in the east-coast state of New South Wales.
Bolon flooring was chosen for the Plaza, the heart of the 8,500m2 office complex – a hightraffic area where clients, visitors and employees from different departments meet, work, eat
and socialise. “For this reason, we needed a resilient and easy-to-maintain flooring,” says Irons.
“The variety of colours from Bolon collections allowed us to play with geometric shapes
and create the spaces we envisioned for this project. The designs created with Bolon provide
a softer finish and provide acoustic attenuation to the space.”

PHOTO MURRAY HARRIS

THE SHAPE OF THINGS

“We wanted an individual design
for each floor with its own
personality coming through the
use of colour and geometry, all
inspired by the shapes of the city.”
ALISON IRONS,
PRINCIPAL, INTERIOR DESIGN, GHD WOODHEAD

PROJECT INFORMATION
COLLECTION NAMES:

Bolon Artisan
Coal, Fuchsia,
Malachite, Slate,
Petroleum,
Bolon Botanic Picea
AREA: 8,500m2
LOCATION: Sydney,
Australia
CLIENT: RMS
Parramatta

ARCHITECT:

GHD Woodhead

FROM THE ARCHITECT:

“RMS is revitalising its
office space in line with
being a leader in its field.
The space was designed
to support activity-based
working and Bolon
flooring helped
to underline this.”

PROJECTS WE LOVE
WALL AG + THRILLED

GRAPHIC NOVELTY
“The design concept for the office was taken from the effect created by sketching with a pencil,”
says Emma Schultz of Swedish design studio Escandi, the practice responsible for the new
office of Malmö-based advertising agency Thrilled: “Structures, patterns and lighting come to
life, but with a subtle colour scheme, allowing creativity to take place.”
Thrilled has been established for almost four years and specialises in strategic branding
and communication, and Schultz says that reaction to the new office from the 13 members
of the team as well as its clients has been strong. The space has an early 1960s feel to it,
enhanced by a modern graphic in the triangular floor pattern, with grey colouring reflecting
the pencil sketch concept. Staff are encouraged to work where the feel comfortable – at a desk
or a sofa – wherever they feel most inspired. “Bolon flooring gives the space a much more lively
impression while respecting the existing architecture,” says Schultz. “It is not just a floor – it’s
a statement and gives the visitors and staff a great welcome when they enter the office.”
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PROJECT INFORMATION
COLLECTION NAMES:

FROM THE CLIENT:

Bolon StudioTM
Triangle Bolon Artisan
Coal, Slate
AREA: 250m2
LOCATION: Malmö,
Sweden
CLIENT: Thrilled
ARCHITECT: Escandi

“The flooring had to
be easy to clean. There
are a lot of rainy days
in Malmö and people
come straight in from
the street. Bolon
achieves this while
also being stylish.”
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The striking new office for the outdoor advertising and street furniture provider Wall AG
was designed by IONDESIGN, who have been working with Wall AG for almost 20 years.
The decision to locate the office on street level on one of Berlin’s busiest boulevards,
Friedrichstrasse, means that it is both the external representation of the company as well
as a workplace, allowing Iondesign the chance to push the boundaries of the interior style.
The space features Bolon’s Now Silver flooring, which corresponds to the silver fabric that
has been used for the ceiling panels. The flooring is an ideal surface for use in the desk
area, allowing chairs that are on casters to move around effortlessly and silently. The material
reflects natural and artificial light, making the space bright and clean-looking. The tone
also accentuates the vibrant neon reds and yellows used in various details throughout the
space to bring an element of drama.

PROJECT INFORMATION
COLLECTION NAMES:
Bolon Now Silver
AREA: 240m2
LOCATION: Berlin,
Germany
CLIENT: IONDESIGN
Berlin
ARCHITECT: Wall AG

FROM THE ARCHITECT:

“The communication
with Bolon during the
whole project was
great. It is a modern,
competent and relaxed
company – we like
Bolon a lot.”

PHOTO ANJA GÖTZ, IONDESIGN, CAROLINE TENGEN

SILVER LINING

PROJECTS WE LOVE
MCGRAW HILL EDUCATION + URBAN SCIENCE INTERNATIONAL

SEE THE FUTURE
Designed by Purpur Interior Concepts, the new Frankfurt offices of Urban Science International
have a futuristic tone in keeping with the work of their occupants. Urban Science is a scientific
consulting firm for the motor industry, and asked Purpur to create a series of diverse workspaces
for its staff of 35, which would nevertheless feature an integrated overall design concept. In
response, Purpur turned to Bolon’s Wing shape to create a unified theme across the 400m2
workplace. “In the design of the office space, it was particularly important for us to make clear
the technical and scientific workings of Urban Science,” says Purpur’s Julia Sauerteig.
“We wanted the workspace to feel future-oriented and Bolon was able to meet our criteria in
colour and form. We decided to primarily use black, grey, anthracite and gold in the floor area.”
The gold tone was used in the reception, kitchen and bathrooms, where it was added as a
highlight to separate these areas from the walkways. “Bolon offers a completely different surface
quality to other manufacturers, as well as an incredibly huge variety of designs,” says Sauerteig.

COLLECTION NAMES:

Bolon Studio™ Wings
Bolon Now Anthracite,
Silver, Champagne
AREA: 400m2
LOCATION: Frankfurt,
Germany
CLIENT: Urban Science

International GmbH

ARCHITECT:

PURPUR GmbH
interior concepts

FROM THE ARCHITECT:

“Bolon ticks the boxes
for sound-resistence,
cleaning and design.”
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TEXT BOOK PERFECTION
London-based firm Fabric Interior Design and Architecture have created the new headquarters
for McGraw Hill Education, whose sales team have relocated to Euston in central London. The
educational publisher required a collaborative environment that reflected the qualities of the brand,
while also providing an inspiring workspace. “We chose Bolon for McGraw Hill as we wanted to
merge the reception area and breakout space into one visually continuous space,” says Fabric’s Carlo
Gaudiano. “In terms of flexibility and durability, Bolon offers a wide range of solutions to suit the
functional requirements of various spaces, while keeping the design consistent.” The colour scheme
was based on a palette taken from the client’s branding guidelines, while the overall aesthetic was
based around an industrial feel, with timber elements contrasting with glazed partitions. “Bolon
helps create a modern, forward-thinking and attractive look while giving the client peace of mind
that if maintained correctly, it will continue to do so for a long time to come,” says Gaudiano.

PROJECT INFORMATION
COLLECTION NAME:

Bolon Flow Coral
AREA: 140m2
LOCATION: London, UK
CLIENT: McGraw Hill
Education
ARCHITECT:

Fabric Interior

Design & Architecture
FROM THE ARCHITECT:

“Bolon was very helpful.
We were able to create
samples of the different
ways the tiles could be
laid to make the best
decision for the project.”

PHOTO DAVE PARKER OF DAVE PARKER PHOTOGRAPHY, INHOUSE
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PROJECT INFORMATION

PROJECTS WE LOVE
HOTEL SCHÖNE AUSSICHT + RADISSON BLU HOTEL AMSTERDAM

UPSTREAM COLOUR
A melange of blue, green, grey and white tiles greet visitors to the lobby of the Radisson Blu
Hotel in Amsterdam’s city centre. The international design studio Edward Van Vliet, also
based in Amsterdam, have designed a bespoke tile shape that combines elements from Bolon’s
Artisan, Botanic and Flow collections to create 454m2 of flooring for the grand lobby area, part
of a major 2016 refurbishment of the hotel.
The design concept and colour scheme were inspired by the Seven Seas – an ancient term
for the seven major oceans of the world – with dynamic patterning and water-based tones
appearing throughout the space thanks to the Flow Stream tiles. Part of the brief was to
consider the durability of the product because of the amount of guests and housekeeping
constantly walking through the area. “Bolon is visually attractive, and easy to apply and shape
to individual taste,” says Van Vliet. “It creates a sense of space and transparency in this area of
the hotel and really enhances the guest experience.”
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PROJECT INFORMATION
COLLECTION NAMES:

Customized shape
Bolon Artisan Coal,
Ecru, Slate, Petroleum,
Ivory, Bolon Botanic
Cilia, Ivy, Tilia,
Bolon Flow Stream
AREA: 600m2
LOCATION: Amsterdam,
Netherlands
CLIENT: Carlson
Rezidor Hotel Group

ARCHITECT:

Edward van Vliet

FROM THE ARCHITECT:

“One of the objectives
was to keep disruption
to a minimum for the
guests during the
renovation. Bolon gave
us the opportunity to
design our own tile
shape and install it over
the existing floor.”
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INTO THE BLUE
PROJECT INFORMATION
COLLECTION NAMES:
Bolon Silence Pulse,
Bolon Create Converso
AREA: ca 750m2
LOCATION: Frankfurt,
Germany
ARCHITECT: Räume +
Bauten
CLIENT: Dr. Wulf
Bentlage

FROM THE ARCHITECT:

“Bolon met the firesafety standards, it’s
durable, plus the dye
quality is fantastic.
The product is all you
can wish for and the
service is top notch,
including reliable
delivery.”

PHOTO RÄIME + BAUTEN, RALPH RENIERS

When architecture and design practice Räume + Bauten were tasked with bringing
Frankfurt’s Schöne Aussicht hotel and restaurant up to date, they chose Bolon’s Silence and
Create collections to tie the diverse spaces together and create a more complete feel across
the range of architecture in the building, which ranges from 1821 to 1989. “Bolon flooring
is elegant while retaining a natural look,” says Martina Spiegl, an architect with Räume +
Bauten. There is a leading colour on every floor of the hotel – green on the first floor, red on
the second and blue on the third – and the flooring was chosen to complement this colour
scheme. Each room is individual, with unique detailing, while modular furniture gives
continuity across the hotel. “The diversity of Bolon’s colours and patterns helped us to set
that individual tone for the space,” says Spiegl. “They correspond well to the style we were
looking for to create a cosy feel while also being modern.”

PROJECTS WE LOVE
JEAN NOUVEL

WORDS ANNA SANSOM
PHOTO TOBIAS REGELL COLLECTIONS MARCUS LAWETT STYLING GUTS TO COMMUNICATE

TEXTILE
GENEALOGY
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A love for light and a childhood spent
amongst embroidery helped French
architect Jean Nouvel shape a new
flooring collection for Bolon that
plays with lines and dots in a tribute
to the art of the 19th century.

W

hat I often seek in architecture is textures,” says Jean
Nouvel. This interest harks back to the architect’s
childhood, when he would watch his maternal
grandmother do embroidery in south-west France. It
is an idyllic memory and one that seems to play on
Nouvel’s mind, finding expression throughout his work.
“As a young boy, I would spend entire afternoons with
her and she would be pulling on the sewing needle,
embroidering initials on all the family linen. The process of hand embroidery is in my
memory all the time. On the other side of the family, I had a grandfather who was a weaver.
I grew up in a family where texture was written in the genes.”
The 2008 laureate of the prestigious Pritzker Prize, Nouvel is France’s best-known architect.
He has created the Institut del Monde Arabe, the Fondation Cartier pour l’Art Contemporain, the
Musée du Quai Branly and the Philharmonie de Paris, all in Paris, while he has also designed
the Louvre Abu Dhabi, the National Museum of Qatar, the National Art Museum of China
and the 53W53 luxury residential tower in New York, which will include gallery spaces for MoMA.
What unites these projects – which are disparate in form, context and material execution – is a
common artistic sensibility for surface design, as well as a desire to play with reflections and light.
It is this sensibility that has led to Nouvel’s new collaboration with Bolon, for whom he has
devised the company’s first flooring collection to be designed by an architect. The flooring has
been conceived with spatiality in mind, giving people the freedom to play with colour and light.
“The decomposition of the light into dots is a very important theme,” says Nouvel of the collection,
which is characterised by fine lines of small dots loosely inspired by Pointillism, the 19th-century
approach to painting pioneered by post-Impressionist artist Georges-Pierre Seurat. Available in a

palette of black, grey, red and blue, the flooring
has been designed such that the repeat in its
pattern is near invisible: it breaks down into a
pure expression of colour and pattern that
seems to erupt spontaneously.

N

ouvel, 71, first collaborated with
Bolon while working on the
Musée du Quai Branly in 2006.
“I used their flooring in the
offices and found it to be
beautiful,” he says. “The nature of the product,
technically, is very resistant and works well
in busy offices.” The collaboration deepened in
2012, when Marie and Annica Eklund invited
Nouvel to create the scenography of their
stands at the Stockholm and Milan furniture
fairs. Black sculptures of Nouvel lying down
and sitting on pieces of furniture were
positioned on the floor, the walls and the
ceiling of the stands, illustrating how Bolon’s
products could be used for mural and ceiling
compositions. “I even laid down on the
ceiling; I suffered a lot up there,” jokes Nouvel.
“We showed the material in all its applications;
it was about creating a beautiful skin and
a stand that had an identity.”
We are meeting in Nouvel’s agency in Paris,
located at the end of a cobbled courtyard. The
offices are minimally furnished and we sit on
a long white table used for meetings. It is two
weeks before Nouvel’s exhibition Mes Meubles
d’Architecte opens at the Musée des Arts
Décoratifs in Paris: a display of the design
pieces he has created for brands and galleries
such as Molteni & C, Artemide, Poltrona Frau,
Ligne Roset, Kvadrat, and Galerie Patrick
Seguin. “In the exhibition, we’re going to show
our research on the multiple samples which »

Jean Nouvel photographed
by Tobias Regell at his atelier
in Paris’s 11th arrondissement.

The team at Jean Nouvel Design
photographed outside the atelier.

“WE SHOWED THE MATERIAL IN ALL
ITS APPLICATIONS; IT WAS ABOUT
CREATING A BEAUTIFUL SKIN.”
FACTS
JEAN NOUVEL
AGE: 71
PROFESSION: Architect
HOMETOWN: Paris, France
NOTABLE PROJECTS: Early

Bolon By Jean Nouvel Design No. 06
using grey elliptical warp, dark grey weft.

in his career, Nouvel
established Syndicat de
l’Architecture, the first
architecture union in France,
and in 1980 he founded the
first Paris biennale. In 2008,
he won the Pritzker Prize
for his work on more than
200 projects, since then
he created the Pavilion
at London’s Serpentine
Gallery in 2010, Doha Tower,
Qatar and Philharmonie de
Paris among others.

led to the flooring collection,” enthuses Nouvel,
who drew on his extensive architectural
experience of playing with textures, patterning
and blurring of appearances during the project.
“What’s most beautiful for me is the work of
the collection: I’ve always been interested in
the phenomenon of light and I know the work
of the Impressionists very well. I like
everything that has a rhythm of lines and this
idea of embroidered lines made up of small
coloured dots has been in the pictorial culture
for one and a half centuries.”
Nouvel explains that for the collection he
sought to work with the idea of trichromy,
combining three colours in each design. “So
that the lines would be visible, we often
worked with complementary colours because
we were looking for contrasts,” he says. “At
other moments, the colours are in harmony.
Through all these linearity games, we go from

one harmony to another. One sees that
it’s been made in a precise way and that
it’s rhythmic. We did a lot of samples and
went down this direction of stripes, which
means that the points between the threads
are more visible than I thought, but it was
all about finding a way of integrating that
striped rhythm.”

N

ouvel says that he sought to
create a kinetic sense of
movement through the
integration of the lines of
dots. “You see the small dots
and another colour that comes into place,”
he says excitedly and, indeed, the variation
in the thicknesses and the textures of the
lines creates a rippling, pictorial effect,
leading to an intricate interplay of textures
and juxtapositions of colour. Nouvel calls

»

Bolon By Jean Nouvel Design No. 01
using black elliptical warp, blue weft.
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Jean Nouvel photographed at his studio in October prior to the
opening on his exhibition at Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Paris.
Left: Studio managing director Franck Argentin.

“IT’S VERY TACTILE – USUALLY,
THE FLOOR IS NOT COVERED
IN SUCH FINE TEXTURES.”
this linear system “a series of graphic interpretations. We looked for what was the most graphic,
deep and mysterious in those interpretations,” he says. “Using Bolon is a bit like choosing
the fabric for a suit: it makes you want to look closely and to touch.”

T

he perception of the flooring, however, differs depending on one’s viewpoint. “If
you look at the floor beneath you, you see all these textures,” Nouvel explains.
“But if you look from a distance, you see one overall colour. The revelation of
these textures and lines is completely linked to the light.” Given the nuance
of the stripes, the lines become imperceptible in certain light conditions. “I like
it when the stripes are barely visible and can’t be seen from all the angles,” continues Nouvel.
“I’m a bit of a minimalist, so I enjoy it when the figurative theme disappears and one goes
towards the most essential thing: the basis of the texture.”
The possibilities of these spatial configurations are showcased in Nouvel’s exhibition, which
includes a 25m-long corridor composed of three sequences. “We’ve chosen to go from dark
grey, which gives the subtlety of the different linear tapestry weaving, and then successively
integrate blue and red,” he says. The site-specific installation in the museum reveals the dramatic
impact of the flooring and its attention to detail. The complexity of the lines and the shifting of
the stripes and colours is sophisticated and indicates the considerable research involved: the
display of samples on one of the walls confirming the level of perfectionism that Nouvel has
aspired to. “It’s very tactile – usually the floor is not covered in such fine textures,” says Nouvel.

“So the identity of the fabric is there. We
tried to respond to the constraints [inherent
in] the cutting of the threads. What was
interesting was comparing the different
textures on a large scale and how one could
walk and lie on it.”
The architectural nature of the collection
enables different orientations to be created
so that the pattern of the fabric appears to
play with how the place is lit naturally and
artificially. “Under the window the pattern can
be arranged in a diagonal line so that the lines
appear to be a product of the sunlight coming
through the glass.” Yet looking ahead, Nouvel
is keen to refine his proposal for the flooring
even further. “If we continue, it must be in the
deepening of the most precise and precious
textures and play more with the thickness of
the lines and the dots,” he insists. “We haven’t
exhausted all the options.” v

Bolon By Jean Nouvel Design No. 02
using black elliptical warp, red weft.

PROJECTS WE LOVE
CASE STUDY HOTELS
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WORDS ALYN GRIFFITHS
PHOTOS KRISTOFER JOHNSSON

LOBBY
FOR
CHANGE

From spectacular entrances to co-working spaces that
exist between the public and private realm, Projects We Love
examines the history of the hotel lobby.

F

irst impressions matter. They are
the initial moments that set the
tone for any future encounter.
For most hotel guests, these
formative few seconds occur in
the lobby – the entranceway to all else that
the building and institution might offer them
during their stay. As such, the creation of this
space – from the furniture and flooring, to the
uniforms worn by staff – needs to ensure an
enticing and memorable experience. The
principal role of the lobby as an area for
welcoming guests has remained largely
unchanged for centuries. Its primary function
has been consistent since the days when
travellers arrived at coaching inns, looking for
a meal and a bed for the night. Over time,
however, lobbies have taken on additional
functions, with hoteliers responding to the
shifting requirements of guests and seeking to
make the most of these liminal spaces – areas
that, officially, are private, and yet which have
now taken on semi-public functions. From
opulent declarations of exclusivity, to places
for communal working and socialising, hotel

lobbies have tracked changing societal and
creative trends throughout the past century.
AS A HOTEL’S main public area – and often a

space that is visible from the street outside – the
lobby represents the best opportunity for a hotel
to communicate its core values to guests and
the wider community. The design of a lobby,
therefore, typically aims to impress, delight or
reassure guests, while offering a unique brandled service. “The lobby sets the tone for the
overall guest experience,” suggests Adam
Weissenberg, global leader of travel, hospitality,
and leisure at financial services provider
Deloitte. “More than ever, hospitality customers
are looking for exceptional experiences and
positive surprises the moment they step inside.”
In the early days of the hospitality industry,
creating this first impression typically meant
relying on scale and ornamentation. The grand
hotels built across Europe and America in
the late 18th and early 19th centuries targeted
the upper classes, and sought to immediately
establish their credentials through spectacular
lobbies. Many of these establishments are still

in operation, and have endeavoured to retain
the original character of these spaces. Despite
a €400 million four-year refurbishment of the
Ritz Paris, which was completed in 2016, few
changes were made to the hotel’s elegant redcarpeted entrance, while the art deco black
and white marble lobby designed in 1929 by
Oswald Milne for Claridges in London remains
one of the city’s defining interiors.
IN THE MID 20TH century, a golden age of
hotel design emerged, prompted by the
increasing affordability and popularity of air
travel, resulting in a surge in hotel construction.
Hoteliers seeking to distinguish their
accommodation from that of competitors
invited renowned architects to oversee
the design. For some architects, these
commissions offered an opportunity to create
a gesamtkunstwerk (a total work of art in
which every detail contributes towards
a comprehensive vision) as in Danish
designer Arne Jacobsen’s SAS Royal Hotel in
Copenhagen, which opened in 1960, and the
Okura Hotel in Tokyo, which was designed by »

Designer Patricia Urquiola created
an individual interior for the 85
rooms and public areas of the
Room Mate Hotel Giulia in Milan.

Yoshiro Taniguchi, Hideo Kosaka, Shiko
Manakata and Kenkichi Tomimoto. Both
featured lobbies that encapsulated this holistic
approach, uniting a grand sense of scale with
exquisite detailing and craftsmanship.
Jacobsen’s famous Egg chair was developed
to provide guests in the lobby with a sense of
cocooning privacy, while the Okura Hotel’s
entrance featured a central ikebana floral
arrangement that was changed monthly.
TOWARDS THE END of the 20th century,

however, this notion of the gesamtkunstwerk
was expanded from single hotels to chains.
Ongoing reductions in air fares and the
popularity of package tours prompted a boom in
leisure travel that saw multinational hospitality
firms such as Marriott and Hyatt develop sites
around the world. These hotels typically
employed a standardised aesthetic, such that
guests could feel a sense of familiarity when
entering any lobby. A backlash against the
homogeneity of these big hotel chains began
in the 1980s with the emergence of the first
boutique hotels – establishments featuring
highly stylised designs intended to emphasise
their uniqueness. Hotelier and interior designer
Anouska Hempel’s Blakes hotel in London, as
well as the Morgans hotel devised by Ian
Schrager and Steve Rubell in New York,
provided the template for an alternative
approach to hospitality focused on eclecticism,
locality and individuality. In place of showpiece
spaces, lobbies began to take on higher design
values and a sense of individuality. It was a
change embodied by Schrager and Rubell’s work
with the designer Philippe Starck on the
Royalton and Paramount Hotels in New York,
which featured lobbies intended as social spaces
where guests and city residents were encouraged
to spend time. Starck’s designs for the interiors
of these spaces incorporated dramatic lighting
and quirky furniture that resulted in an
atmosphere akin to a theatrical stage set, turning
the hotel lobby into an exciting and aspirational
social destination within the urban realm.
THIS CONCEPT OF lobby socialising has been

This page: The furniture in the
lobby is selected from Italian makers
Moroso, Verywood and Glas Italia.
Opposite: Souvenirs from the city
help to evoke a personal feel.

further advanced by contemporary hotel brands
such as Ace Hotel and W, which invite the public
into their lobbies and provide facilities such as
communal tables, free Wi-Fi and coffee bars so
visitors can spend prolonged periods working or
relaxing in these spaces. This response to the
trend for mobile working helps the lobby area to
function as a lively and profitable venue that
exists somewhere between the private and
public realms. “The blurring of boundaries
between public space and leisure space is
already happening,” claims Weissenberg. “It is
smart for hotels to meet the lifestyle of the
customer, which includes working, playing and
living in a single space. The hotel of the future
will be an integrator of networks and people to
build more personal connections.” It’s an
exciting development that will continue to
impact the next generation of lobbies.
The success of boutique hotels and the rise
of the experience economy have also influenced
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“THE LOBBY SETS
THE TONE FOR THE
OVERALL GUEST
EXPERIENCE.”
many of the leading global chains, which have
responded by ditching standardised design in
favour of more individual interiors. Designer
Patricia Urquiola (interviewed on page 68) has
successfully achieved this with her sleek
redesign of the Roman Mate Hotel Giulia on
Milan’s Via Silvio Pellico. A 19th-century
building that was previously a bank, its historical
elements have been combined with strong
colours, vintage chic and modern Italian
furniture. Urquiola explains, “We had fun
mixing panelling from the past with checked
wallpaper that looks like maths exercise books.”
Arecent renovation of the Radisson Blu hotel
in Amsterdam, as seen on page 29, by Studio

Edward van Vliet focused on introducing
references to local heritage, while still providing
a contemporary aesthetic to match the hotel’s
updated amenities. As part of a refurbishment
process that saw the lobby transformed into a
lively and open multipurpose area, van Vliet
specified a custom-made floor tile from
Bolon, with an organic repeat pattern that
incorporates different hues and tones to help
distinguish the various programmatic areas.
“It’s important for us to create a strong
identity in spaces such as this, so we work
a lot with bespoke designs for floors,” says
van Vliet. “Choosing Bolon gave us the
»
opportunity to design our own tile shape

HOTEL STAYS WE LOVE
Bolon’s Marie and Annica Eklund curate
a selection of their favourite hotel lobbies
from around the world.
1. SOHO HOUSE, BERLIN

This 1920s Bauhaus hotel in Mitte has
everything that guests have come to expect
from the Soho House chain. Across its eight
storeys, it features modern bedrooms,
a rooftop pool, spa and movie theatre.
We love it because… the mix of materials
used throughout the hotel gives an industrial
sense of luxury, as in its patchwork-effect
burgundy carpet, and the velvet and
leather upholstery in the lounge area.
The lobby offers the old-world charm
of a library, offset by the rough appeal of
concrete and a dramatic iron spiral staircase.
sohohouseberlin.com
2. ZETTER TOWNHOUSE, LONDON

There are two of these boutique hotels
in London. The recently opened Marylebone
Zetter townhouse has an alluring
Georgian lobby called Seymour’s Parlour,
which is a reception area by day and
a cocktail bar by night.
We love it because… the entrance has such
drama and the rich red and dark woods
chosen by designer Russell Sage are used
to great effect – even the ceiling is red.
thezettertownhouse.com
3. THE MERCER, NEW YORK
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“MOBILE WORKING HELPS
THE LOBBY AREA TO
FUNCTION AS A LIVELY
AND PROFITABLE VENUE.”
and to create a floor that perfectly fits our
philosophy. It adds that necessary wow-factor
to the lobby, which is the main public space
and, therefore, a critical perception shaper.”
IN FACT, THE choice of flooring in a hotel’s
lobby has always been a good indicator of
the sort of experience guests can expect during
their stay or visit. Plush carpet evokes classical
elegance, while marble suggests sophistication.
At the Ace Hotel in London, wooden parquet
flooring references the materiality of local
buildings, while the robust yet decorative
woven tiles at the Radisson Blu Amsterdam

combine contemporary style with an essential
practicality. As the first thing guests typically
come into contact with upon entering a hotel,
the lobby floor’s tactile and aesthetic qualities
contribute greatly to initial impressions of
the space. The surface needs to support the
overall design concept and must be robust
enough to withstand constant use over
years or decades. The most memorable
lobbies often feature soaring ceilings or
spectacular chandeliers intended to draw
the gaze upwards. Sometimes, however, a
glance down at the floor can reveal just as
much about a hotel’s character. v

Set in a landmark brick building at the
east end of SoHo village, The Mercer’s
decor recalls a modern loft house with
high ceilings, big windows, exposed brick
walls and wooden floors. André Balazs,
the hotel’s owner, employed a team of
designers to create the space, so there
is not one distinctive look, but rather
an eclectic, relaxed feel.
We love it because… the dimmed lighting
and walls of books give the lobby a snug
atmosphere – ideal for resting on one
of the many sofas and watching the
Manhattanites drawn to the lobby bar.
mercerhotel.com
4. AMAN, TOKYO

Taking up residence on the top six floors of
the 38-storey Otemachi tower, Toyko Aman’s
minimal interiors were designed by Kerry
Hill and capture Japan’s design heritage with
a material palette of wood, paper and stone.
We love it because… Aman is sleek,
understated and urban. The reception
area is vast and offers beautiful views
across Tokyo. We particularly like the
hotel’s ikebana flower arrangement, the
muted shades of its intensely graphic tile
flooring, and the use of partitions that break
the lobby space into comfortable zones.
aman.com/resorts/aman-tokyo
5. ETT HEM, STOCKHOLM

Tucked away on a residential street in
Sweden’s capital, this boutique hotel set in
an Arts & Crafts house has a home-awayfrom-home design sensibility. In fact, its
direct translation into English is “at home”.
We love it because… the immediate draw
when you walk into Stockholm Ett Hem is
its huge open fire. Isle Crawford is
responsible for the design and we really
like her layering of textiles – cushions, throws
and rugs. The lobby leads out to a beautiful
walled garden with seating, which is such
a relaxing place to hang out.
etthem.se

This page: Terracotta bricks, a typical
feature of Milanese architecture, are
used on a curved wall in the lobby.
Opposite: The watercolours above
the reception desk are painted by
local artist Sandro Fabbri.

PROJECTS WE LOVE
FORM US WITH LOVE

WORDS CAMILLA STERNE
PHOTO ANNICA EKLUND

Out of the forest
Bolon and the Stockholm-based design studio
Form Us With Love have grown up together.
Now, as the two prepare to embark upon a new
collaboration, studio founders Jonas Pettersson and
John Löfgren find themselves in the mood to reflect.
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THE FOUNDERS OF the Stockholm-based design

consultancy Form Us With Love (FUWL)
first came together when organising elaboratethemed parties in the dark forests of Kalmar,
south-east Sweden. Jonas Pettersson and John
Löfgren were design students at Linnaeus
University and the themes of their parties
ranged from video games to superheroes.
Although Pettersson and Löfgren got off to
a lighthearted start, they have gone on to
build a 10-person design studio that works
across product, furniture, homeware, interior
and branding design, along with industrial
design consultancy, business ventures and
civic projects. The studio has collaborated
with international names such as Ikea, Muuto
and LG; Italian furniture brands including
La Cividina and Cappellini; and Swedish
companies including Hem and Bolon.
FUWL has worked with established design
companies, but also introduced design to
brands where it had previously been absent.
“We started off being very ambitious and
naive,” says Pettersson, the studio’s CEO.
“In 2015, we properly stopped for the first
time to reflect on what we have done and
how we have effected the people that we
worked with.”
FUWL spent two months in 2015
considering its trajectory over the 10 years
since the studio’s inception in 2005. With
the help of Petrus Palmér – a fellow co-founder
of FUWL and now CEO of Hem – as well
as mentors and collaborators from across
the design industry, Pettersson and Löfgren

hosted a series of workshops to explore their
journey. The conversations culminated in
a 1,000-page book published in 2015. Edited
by Lia Forslund and designed by Henrik
Nygren Design, the book, entitled I—X, is set
against the backdrop of a changing design
industry – from the extravagance of the early
2000s and design art, to the current milieu
of minimalism. “What will happen in the
next 10 years? That was the starting point,”
says Pettersson. “Then we thought we’d
also look back 10 years. It really brought
the whole studio together because people
understood where we came from.”
Pettersson and Löfgren’s entry to the design
industry came when they exhibited their Cord
Lamp at the Greenhouse exhibition for
emerging talent at the annual Stockholm
Furniture Fair in 2006. The design foregrounded the cord as the main feature of
a stand-up lamp, using a classic textile cord
held upright by a concealed steel tube.
The playful and refined simplicity that
was embodied by the Cord Lamp are
characteristics that have remained part
of FUWL’s work. The studio employs
graceful curves and clean lines that express
a reverence for functionality and accessibility.
Its Janinge chairs for Ikea spurred a twoyear investigation into creating durable
and affordable furniture with progressive
materials and dynamic silhouettes. Their
ethos of “designing real change” informs
an oeuvre that spans from the oversized
Hood lighting for Ateljé Lyktan to their Baux

project, which utilises recycled wood pulp and
cement to create modifiable acoustic tiles.
These designs take straightforward
concepts – lighting and acoustic panelling –
and create systematic approaches that
encourage interior designers and architects
to get closer to brands through experimenting
with a customisable product or material. In
the case of Baux, this collaboration was with
Träullit, a family-owned Swedish business that
was founded in 1946 and which produces floor
cladding using wood pulp and cement. FUWL
encouraged the company to embrace design
and to diversify, leading to the creation of the
Baux tile. This form of approach is part of
FUWL’s underlying philosophy, which
emphasises innovation and interaction. The
studio’s name is a nod to this ethos, although
Pettersson acknowledges that “love” is a strong
word. “It was a promise to us, to not do things
that we are not passionate about and it’s a
promise to our employees and clients to not
work on projects that they are not passionate
about,” he explains. “If you’re passionate about
something, the work will be good.”
IT’S AN ETHOS that has helped shape the

studio’s democratic approach to projects
and their eagerness to collaborate with lessestablished clients – as long as they sense a
kinship in approach. This is what drew FUWL
to Bolon in 2008, when Pettersson approached
the company to sponsor the studio’s Stockholm
Design Week exhibition at the Nordiska
Kompaniet department store. “I was attracted »

John Löfgren and Jonas Pettersson met as
students while organising parties in the forests
near Kalmar. They established FUWL in 2005
and have grown to be an award-winning studio.
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Top left: A selection of scale prototypes for furniture collaborations. Top right: Refurnishing the Stockholm studio. Bottom left: Colour, material and finish work for Danish upholstery
brand + Halle. Bottom right: Löfgren sketching concepts for the Bolon exhibition at Stockholm Design Week 2017. Opposite: Pettersson and Löfgren at Form Us With Love’s studio.

FACTS
FORM US WITH LOVE
NAMES: Jonas Pettersson

and John Löfgren

AGES: Jonas 36, John 40
PROFESSION: Designers.
HOMETOWN: Stockholm,

Sweden

NOTABLE PROJECTS: The duo

has worked with Nest
Collection on a sofa range;
designed three zones of the
Ikea museum, Älmhult;
created an amphitheatre for
AbsolutVodka events; fitted
out a retail outlet for Pen
Store; and conceived the
Plug Lamp in collaboration
with Ateljé Lyktan.

to Bolon because the range of product offered
so many different expressions,” he says.
“Compared to what they offer today it was not
that much, but to us it looked like we could use
it in different ways to enhance the products,
and cut and shape the material as we wanted.”
Bolon agreed to sponsor the young brand
and became an early supporter. It was a
formative period for both businesses. Although
Bolon was founded in 1949, the company
underwent a transition in 2003 when Annica
and Marie Eklund repositioned it as a global
brand. “We were all very ambitious and driven,”
says Pettersson. “We wanted to create some
kind of change but didn’t know how to do it.
But we were open-minded and hungry. That

connected us.” FUWL began to work on
projects for Bolon and was integral to forging
the flooring company’s contemporary identity,
hitting their stride in 2010 with the Bolon
Botanic flower campaign, which made use of
recyclable, woven, earthy-coloured vinyl
flooring called Botanic. Instead of presenting
traditional flat-surfaced flooring, the
conceptual project took shape as a collection
of oversized flowers, herbs and plants made of
the Botanic woven vinyl. It was a breakthrough,
and firmly positioned Bolon as a design house.
“They are the creatives,” Pettersson says of
Bolon. “They have the big ideas and big visions.
Our job is to listen and to filter, because usually
they have three to five big ideas and it’s our »

Pettersson in his favourite area of FUWL’s work
space. The studio’s work falls into three
areas: consultancy, ventures and civic

“We took a look back over our 10 years.
It really brought the studio together –
people understood where we came from”
goal to direct the focus to just one concept.”
It has been eight years since FUWL first
collaborated with Bolon and six years since
the Botanic campaign, now, FUWL will
work to reposition Bolon in 2017. The
campaign aims to reinforce how material
experimentation is at the heart of Bolon and
make the versatility of the company’s flooring
clear to architects and interior designers. “The
campaign will focus more on the core of their
product, rather than placing a concept on top
of the product,” says Pettersson. “The starting
point was the fact that Bolon is testing a lot of
different materials. They are experimenting
with weaving various fabrics to understand
what happens if you weave vinyl with wool,
for instance. Or vinyl with fluorescent colour.
It will be the beginning of repositioning Bolon
from a flooring company to a woven material
company. And with different properties in the
textile, you can also use it for different things.

It could end up on the chair that I’m sitting on
or a sofa – there are so many applications.”
THE REPOSITIONING IS a natural step for Bolon
and fits with FUWL’s desire to bring architects
and interior designers closer to brands by
offering a product or material that invites
customisation and experimentation. “Our work
is about changing a brand or people’s behaviour
in their homes or supporting what happens
in the office,” says Pettersson. “We need to be
curious about what change is happening. Is
there new technology? Then maybe adapt that,
or if there is a new material coming, or another
innovation. As a small design studio, if we get
together with great people and ambitious
brands, we can actually make change. Our
conversations when we meet clients start with,
‘What are you doing? What’s happening? How
is life and love?’ Then, we work together. For us,
that relationship is unique with Bolon.” v
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MAGICAL
TOOLBOX

It is a place where intense material research and
experimentation takes place, but where inspiration can
still be drawn from discarded samples, recycled pulp, and
technical glitches. Welcome to Bolon’s R&D department.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT at Bolon is a

holistic affair, with a number of considerations
about new products under investigation at any
one time. Designers and textile engineers,
together with experts in materials, chemistry,
product maintenance and sustainability
combine individual knowledge to support
a project from inception to launch. In this way,
the real and continued success of a product
can be shaped carefully from the outset.
“As an interior product, flooring is quite
complex,” says Klara Persson, designer and
project leader within Bolon’s R&D department,
which encompasses a team of seven. “It’s not
just the design and the look. It also has to be
wear-and-tear proof, which in turn, will affect
the look.” Her role is to manage the team
in the process of creating new collections
and collaborating with external designers.
Balancing a vision with the practicalities of
achieving that ambition is Persson’s speciality,
simultaneously progressing numerous
investigations to support product quality –
testing how seams might work when installed
or adapting flooring structures to the use of
castor chairs, for instance. “It’s always a case of
pushing the boundaries of what we can do, but
at the same time keeping the quality,” she says.
Projects usually start with a brief from
Marie Eklund, Bolon’s creative director.
Persson describes these as “quite open” –
typically a feeling that needs to be channelled
into visual or material form. Thanks to the R&D

department being based next to the factory
in Ulricehamn, a new collection doesn’t
spend long on paper before finding life on
the loom.“We start working with samples at
an early stage,” says Persson. “We’re quite
hands on, because the sampling process gets
us further and we want to see how something
works. Otherwise, you could be supporting an
idea for too long, or rejecting it too fast.” The
proximity of the factory is a huge advantage
for the R&D team’s rapid prototyping, but
can also serve as an inspiration in itself.
“Out in the factory you might suddenly see
something between two weaves that could be
a mistake, but as a designer you find it kind
of interesting. You think: Maybe we can start
something here?” says Persson.
At Bolon, investigations are made on a
project-by-project basis. However, this rarely
means the research process becomes linear
with a single outcome. The recent collection
with architect Jean Nouvel ended up as six
final colourways, but generated more than
150 samples over a two-year development
process. Like the accidental moments from the
factory which Persson describes as inspiration,
these discarded samples can prove ripe for
interpretation in future projects as well.
“What’s most common is that you discover
something within a project and it takes it in a
new direction or becomes the starting point for
another project,” she says. “Things related to one
project tend to generate lots of different leads.” »

In 2015, Bolon invested in new jacquard looms
to support the production of the weave-ondemand product, Bolon By You, which allows
architects and designers to create customised
designs within a framework of combinations of
pattern, warp and weft thread colour. The
collection also encompasses a 3D effect
previously seen in Bolon’s Create and Silence
collections, whereby the jacquard patterns
change appearance depending on the angle
they are viewed from. At Ulricehamn, a series
of looms have been set up to facilitate Bolon By
You and are ready to weave as soon as an order
comes in. The speed and flexibility required for
such a product made acquiring the looms
essential, and the new resource is leading to
further capability for experimentation. Samples
can be made quickly, rather than having to slot
tests in between Bolon’s standard production,
particularly since a new jacquard loom was
acquired to produce samples. “Sometimes, we
see what a machine can do and we act on it,”
says Persson. “And sometimes we think: What
can we push the machine to do?” The R&D
department’s curiosity leads it to experiment
with material – Bolon’s weft threads are made

in-house, for example – but it is also driven
by machine-led innovation, and a desire to
progress the weaving process itself.
The agglomerator (see p.74), a machine for
melting down material at Bolon’s recycling
plant, led to one of the R&D department’s more
technical achievements. Around the time of
developing the Flow collection, which launched
in February 2015, the team used the
agglomerator to bind post-industrial waste
into a layer of backing material, bringing the
product’s recycled content up to a maximum
of 33 per cent. Persson says sustainability has
not yet been the sole driver for creating a
collection, but it is always a core part of product
development. “That was a project driven by the
R&D department that becomes an important
part of the product even though it’s not the
first thing you notice about it,” she says.
The next direction for the department
comes from a very different starting point.
To fit out the Villa la Madonna vineyard that
founders Annica and Marie Eklund have
recently purchased in Italy, the team were
asked to develop a range of rugs, poufs and
cushions. The brief has led to experimentation

with softer materials in combination with
vinyl. “The vision is for something softer with
a new feel to it,” Persson says. She describes the
process as a technical challenge, but also “really
playful” – the team travels to global yarn fairs,
collecting different samples to introduce to the
loom. “The standard Bolon weft can add glints
of colour, shine or a mélange effect, for
example,” she says. “We’ve now chosen to work
with materials that feel new and exciting for us
… thicker materials like felt wool or novelty
yarns with glossy foils.” The materials are still
at the testing stage: finding new warp and weft
combinations and observing how the weave
structure and overall surface change.
Unusually, Bolon will use 2017’s Stockholm
Design Week not just to stage a collection, but
to exhibit the experimental processes of the
new combinations. It will offer a glimpse into
the exciting possibilities a future collection
could take. “We have found bulk, softness,
glimmer, a raw feeling, cosiness and a new kind
of tactility just to name a few,” says Persson.
“As soon as you change one component in
the weave you discover something new. The
factory at Bolon is our magic toolbox.” v

Recently, the R&D department at
Bolon has been experimenting with softer
yarns to produce a range of rugs.
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THE
GREEN
FUTURE
Environmental fidelity has become
a critical goal for architects everywhere.
We visit the new Park49 building
in Gothenburg, west Sweden, to see
how it is leading the way.
This page: Erik Nissen Johansen and Karin Gullbrantz of
Stylt Trampoli, the architects who designed Västsvenska
Handelskammaren. Opposite: the wave detail on the side
of the Park49 in Gothenburg.

GOTHENBURG HAS A reputation for
hospitality, which is no accident of history.
Situated at the mouth of the Gothia River, the
city gazes out towards the sea. “From the
beginning, the city was borderless,” says Erik
Nissen Johansen, the founder and creative
director of Stylt Trampoli, an interior architecture
firm. “When you have to rely on trade for
prosperity, you have to have pleasant people.”
Stylt is among the design firms involved
in Park49, a new office building close to
Gothenburg’s Central Station. Developed
by the Skanska construction company and
designed by local practice Arkitektbyrån
Design, Park49 has become home to
several major businesses since its opening
in March 2016. These new tenants include
Advokatbyrå Glimstedt, a law firm,
and the Västsvenska Handelskammaren
regional chamber of commerce, both of
which have chosen Bolon flooring for their

new spaces. A major draw for these tenants is
Park49’s striking environmental credentials,
which are some of the strongest in
Gothenburg. These credentials also make
Bolon flooring – which is produced locally,
and has a FloorScore certification for low
emissions – a perfect match for the building.
Formally, Park49 is a building of two parts.
The first – a five-storey aquamarine glass plane
– is bisected by the second, a 10-storey white
block that towers over the surrounding area.
Both sections are topped with roof gardens.
Although primarily dedicated to offices,
the building also houses a restaurant.
“It’s a place that should be open for
everyone living in the city,” says Petra
Skoglund of Arkitektbyrån Design, the
local practice responsible for the project.
“It stands for something that is modern
and innovative. It feels timeless.”
Timeless certainly, but Park49 and its
plethora of new occupants are also fine
examples of Gothenburg’s historical reputation
for openness and its sense of enterprise. The
city was designed by Dutch engineers, whose
then state-of-the-art urban planning system
centred around canals. In the 18th century,
as the base of the Swedish East India
Company, the city was buoyed by international
trade, while from 1900 it became an
industrial hub, home to Volvo cars and SKF,
a leading bearing manufacturers.
In 2013, Gothenburg was named as one of
the world’s most inventive cities by the OECD
(the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development), but this spirit has been »
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PROJECT
INFORMATION
COLLECTION NAMES:

Bolon StudioTM Triangle,
Bolon Artisan Slate,
Ivory, Bolon Botanic
Cilia, Picea
AREA: 700m2
LOCATION: Gothenburg,
Sweden
CLIENT: Advokatbyrå
Glimstedt
INTERIOR ARCHITECTS:
Helena Toresson and Anna
Mitrolios, Wingårdhs
CONTEXT: The offices have
areas for meetings that
needed to look distinctly
different to the work space.
By mixing Artisan with
Botanic a beautiful, youthful
pattern was achieved.

evident throughout the city’s history. In 1875,
to get around legislation that limited wooden
buildings to two storeys, a cunning builder
submitted plans for a three-storey house with
two wooden floors above a brick ground floor.
The resulting Governor’s Houses – named
for the county government that overruled the
city’s objections to the scheme – have become
a unique feature of the city. In more recent
years, the likes of Ralph Erskine’s high-rise
Lilla Bommen building and Gert Wingårdh’s
cog-shaped Kuggen, executed with a
terracotta facade, have maintained this sense
of architectural adventure.

“WE WANTED TO CREATE
AN INTERIOR THAT WILL
SHOW THAT THEY’RE
A BIT MORE FUN AND
EASIER TO WORK WITH
THAN OTHER LAW FIRMS.”

PARK49 FITS INTO this cityscape well.
Situated on the eastern flank of Parkgatan,
next to the Old Ullevi football stadium, it
sits opposite the Garden Society of
Gothenburg, a horticultural park. The park
exerts considerable symbolic pressure on
any new building in the area to communicate
its own green credentials. “Park49 is one of
the most significant buildings in the city,”
says Jan Åkerblad, the owner of Arkitektbyrån
Design. “We wanted it to be a little more
different, to speak out a little more. It carries
a message, to remind us all to be energy
saving.” Skoglund elaborates: “The lower
part is supposed to remind us of the ocean,
the higher of a North Pole glacier.”
Beyond symbolism, however, the
environmental message is borne out by the
building’s construction. White protrusions
on the lower block, which resemble waves over
a sea, shield the building from the sun, while
the clear-blue expanse of the glass is enhanced
by the decision to forego energy-intensive
electric blinds. Park49 was awarded platinum
Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) certification, the highest
possible level, and upon moving in tenants
are presented with an environmental contract
covering their use of the building. Even in
a city with an impressive environmental
track record – Gothenburg was the first city in »
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This page: Bolon Silence Ocular.
Open office at Västasvenska
Handelskammaren.
Opposite: Glimstedts; overlooking
the Garden Society of Gothenburg,
a verdant horticultural park.
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Northern Europe to issue tax-exempt green
bonds for the development of green projects –
Park49’s green credentials are strong, so much
so that Arkitektbyrån Design has itself moved
into the building. “We think it’s an interesting
structure,” explains Åkerblad, “and it’s fantastic
to have an office in a building you’ve designed.
How often do you get the chance to work
within your own building?”
Other tenants seem to agree. Västsvenska
Handelskammaren, the West Sweden Chamber
of Commerce, has taken up the ground floor
of the building, for which it employed Stylt
Trampoli to design the interior architecture.
Founded in 1661, the Handelskammaren
is one of the world’s oldest chambers of
commerce and in the 19th century it built
the Trollhätte Canal, opening up trade across
the region. The Handelskammaren now serves

as a symbolic gateway for a building filled with
other local companies, with further offices and
conference spaces two levels up.
Västsvenska Handelskammaren’s old
headquarters, elsewhere in the city centre,
were claustrophobic and hidden away, hardly
a welcoming place to do business in. Caroline
Domeij, the Handelskammaren’s head of
meetings and events, oversaw the move to
the new premises. “Our office was no longer
suitable for our business,” she says, emphasising
that Park49 doubles the chamber’s conference
space and open meeting areas – an important
consideration for a chamber with 2,700
member companies and 80 full-time staff.
“We wanted to create meeting places where
our members feel included and the strengths
of the region are displayed. The company is
the amplifiers of the voices of the members.”

WORKING IN COLLABORATION with Stylt’s
Karin Gullbrantz, Handelskammaren used
Bolon flooring for its offices and open
conference areas. The chamber picked Bolon’s
Silence flooring, in the grey-green Ocular hue.
Given that Silence was inspired by the local
landscape and influenced by historical
Swedish textiles, it’s a good fit for the
Handalskammaren mission. “It is a beautiful
floor with an interesting pattern,” says Domeij.
“The floor pattern itself shifts in green and
grey colours, which complements the choice
of furniture.” Johansen agrees: “It’s durable,
but has a textile feel to it. You can create a
living room in an office.”
This sense of openness is mirrored
elsewhere in the building, particularly in
the offices of the solicitor’s firm Advokatbyrå
Glimstedt, which were designed by Wingårdhs,
one of Sweden’s most prominent architectural
practices. In the words of senior architect
Helena Toresson, who helmed the project with
her colleague Anna Mitrolios, “We wanted to
create an interior that will show that they’re a
bit more fun and easier to work with an other
law firms. A workspace that expressed
openness and professionalism.” To achieve
this, Wingårdhs mixed four Bolon materials –
Artisan in Slate and Ivory colourways with
Botanic in Cilia and Picea – to create a pattern.
“We wanted to choose a material that feels
modern and youthful, two lead words in
our project,” adds Toresson.
Fusing unique design, sustainable
innovation and an inviting sense of openness,
Park49 seems a fitting building to usher
Gothenburg into the future. “When you
complete a building, you learn what is bad
and good,” says Åkerblad. “Here, thankfully,
everything’s been good.” v
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A BLUEPRINT
OF THE FUTURE
WORKSPACE

A collaboration between multiple partners, London’s new
White Collar Factory provides a case study for understanding
the processes that go into the creation of new buildings.

WHAT’S IN A NAME? Quite a lot when it comes

to the White Collar Factory (WCF), a new
office building created on east London’s gritty
Old Street Roundabout by international
architects Allford Hall Monaghan Morris
(AHMM). Sophisticated yet simple, the
WCF is a building that adapts the tropes of
20th-century factory models to the demands
of a 21st-century workforce.
The WCF is centred around a 16-storey
tower block, which connects to a series of five
smaller buildings on the same site. The tower
is wrapped in a facade made from anodised
aluminium panels, a retro-futuristic design
that is punctured by round vent-like openings
to create the impression of old industrial punch
cards. Completing later this year, the building

already stands as a landmark for Old Street
Roundabout. Yet despite its visual confidence,
the project was developed from brass tacks
– it stands as a compelling case study for the
way in which developers and architects come
together to create a new structure.
In 2008, the developer Derwent London
commissioned AHMM to produce a research
project that envisioned a blueprint for the
future workplace. “We wanted to construct
a new-build workplace that represented both
our thinking and that of the people we let to,
reflecting all we’d collectively learnt from
transforming older industrial structures,”
says Benjamin Lesser, Derwent London’s
development manager. Chief in Derwent’s
mind was its earlier conversion of the old

Lipton tea warehouse on Shoreditch High
Street into office spaces. Completed by
AHMM in 2004 and continuously evolving,
the Tea Building helped set a trend for applying
a pared-down factory aesthetic to office
buildings. “Many attributes of these old
industrial buildings create the types of places
that our customers and tenants love,” says
Lesser. “Bigger volumes, higher ceilings,
copious natural daylight and more natural
ventilation – in contrast to the anodyne sealed
glass boxes that became the office norm in the
1980s and 90s.” The key architectural references
for the new-build WCF were similarly historical:
the airy volumes of Frank Lloyd Wright’s
1939 Johnson Wax office building in Racine,
Wisconsin, and the stripped-back aesthetic »

White Collar Factory will
be a 16-storey work space with
connecting buildings when it’s
completed in 2017.

PROJECT
INFORMATION
LOCATION: East London, UK
CLIENT: Derwent, London
ARCHITECTS:

Allford Hall Monaghan
Morris
CONTEXT: This new-build
for flexible working is
intended to be people-led
and have a minimal
enviromental footprint.
Bolon was chosen for its
eco qualities and
hardwearing performance.

“We use Bolon
because it’s a smart
recycled product that’s
incredibly robust.”
of designer Jean Prouvé, whose aluminium
Maison Tropicale pre-fab housing system
(1949-1951) was a reference for the facade.
The crucial element in the research behind
the WCF, however, was not historical precedent,
but rather a present-day investigation of how
a high-ceilinged, raw finished, naturally
ventilated new-build could perform
sustainably on a real urban site. To test this,
Derwent and AHMM suspended a 280m2
mock-up of a concrete floor plate 20m above
the Old Street site. This prototype floor plate
was intensively tested by engineers Arup
over the course of a year, who sought to
understand how a typical upper-storey space
might perform in terms of ventilation,
heating and cooling. A technical
breakthrough came through utilising the
mass and rawness of an exposed concrete
frame to develop a system called Concrete

Core Cooling (CCC). This uses chilled water
– circulated via pipes embedded in the
concrete floor-slabs – to absorb heat generated
by computers, lighting and people. This is
the primary method used for conditioning the
WCF’s office environment, thereby minimising
the need for mechanical air conditioning.
The bare structure of the building is evident
as soon as you walk past the gigantic red
19m-high steel column that marks its
entrance. The column’s colouring is owed to
the anti-corrosion red-zinc oxide primer that
will serve as its only finish – an example of
the utilitarian attitude to materials evident
throughout the WCF. Inside is a high-ceilinged
reception space, where the sparse rawness of
structure and material continues. “It’s like
a boiler room,” says Simon Allford, director
of AHMM. “Concrete is the personality of
the space,” he continues, gesturing towards

its exposed concrete walls. “The finish is the
architecture.” This finish, however, is enhanced
by detailing: the concrete is set off by a soft
grey-green – christened “Prouvé green” by the
design team – that has been used for all its
doors and metal elements.
At higher levels, the office floors are airy
and generous, with tall 3.5m floor to ceiling
heights. The spaces are light-filled too,
although the glazing is carefully modulated
north to south, in order to minimise solar
gain. Throughout the space, there are vertical
windows, offering framed views of the City
of London, which are screened by the round
vents punched throughout the facade screen.
All of the windows can be fully opened to
admit air as a way to further reduce the
building’s environmental footprint: “If
you’re too hot, you don’t need to ring
someone up in the basement to adjust the
air conditioning, you just open the window,”
says Allford. “Everything is designed to
be an interconnected weave that supports
a community of users.”
This community currently includes
tenants such as Adobe, as well as The Office
Group, a developer which has pioneered the
creation of flexible offices and co-working
solutions. “The design of the building is
simple but elegant,” says Charlie Green,
co-CEO of The Office Group. “It really thinks
about how people might choose to use the
space – which with us could be anyone from
guys just moving out from working in their
bedrooms, through to companies on the
scale of the Dropboxes and Facebooks of
this world. This building speaks to the way
that people live and work these days.”
Fittingly, The Office Group has
commissioned AHMM to design the interiors
of their three floors of workspace within the
WCF. For this purpose, AHMM has adapted
a reusable, ultra flexible walling system.
“These units cost more than a standard
off-the-peg office system,” Allford explains,
“But you only have to move once and it has
paid for itself.” Another design element that
has been specified and which follows this
“long-term, loose-fit” aesthetic, is the use of
Bolon flooring throughout the space – just as
in AHMM’s own offices up the road. “We use
Bolon because it’s a really smart recycled
product that’s incredibly robust,” says Allford.
“It has a simple grain that’s super forgiving
and a wide colour range – it’s like a great piece
of kit to play around with.” Green agrees: “We
are going to be intensive users of the space.
Bolon is a product that looks brilliant but is
durable and hardwearing, which is essential.”
The same could be said of the building as
a whole, which takes advantage of the light
and space of a classic factory and recalibrates
it as a people-led environment. Space, light,
personal control over an environment – the
WCF draws on basic architectural principles
to create a space tailored to contemporary
work. “It’s all pretty sensible stuff but put
it all together it’s radical,” says Allford: “It’s
cleverer by being simpler.” v
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THE PAST
AND
THE
PRESENT
We meet the designer Patricia Urquiola for an intimate
conversation that peels back the curtain on the role of
a creative director in balancing heritage with experimentation.

CENTRAL TO EVERYTHING that Bolon does is
the company’s heritage. Founded by Nils-Erik
Eklund in Stockholm in 1949, Bolon has
passed down three generations of the Eklund
family, and in doing so built up 68 years worth
of history, stories and experience. Yet this
kind of heritage brings challenges as well
as advantages: how should a company
approach innovation and new ways of
working, while remaining true to its history?
This is the challenge that now faces Patricia
Urquiola, the Milan-based designer who was
appointed as the new creative director of the
Italian design brand Cassina in September
2015. In this new role, Urquiola has been
tasked with combining Cassina’s 90 years
of history, while still pushing the company
forward and finding new forms of expression.
It is a task that Urquiola is likely to meet
with aplomb. Born in Oviedo, Spain, Urquiola
cut her teeth in Milan, training under
legendary designers such as Achille
Castiglioni at the at the Politecnico di Milano,
and Vico Magistretti at De Padova. Yet since
founding her own studio in 2001, Urquiola
has combined this tradition with an emphasis

on formal and material experimentation.
Today, Urquiola designs for many of the
world’s most celebrated design companies,
including Kartell, Alessi, B&B Italia,
Flos, Molteni&C, Axor and Moroso.
Through her background and current
work, Urquiola elegantly combines both
a respect for tradition and a desire to innovate
and find new forms of expression.
Urquiola’s work provides a case study for
the rest of the design world: how can design
look to the future while still keeping one eye on
the past. Projects We Love met with Urquiola
at Cassina’s London showroom during the
London Design Festival in September 2016 for
an intimate conversation about how designers
can deal with the weight of heritage.

You’ve been the creative director of Cassina
for around a year now. How would you like
to see the company grow?
Historically, Cassina has been such a
consistent company, but for it to continue
to grow I would like to foster the belief
that we need not only strength, but also energy.
We have to create much more energy to move

forward, and alongside that we need to be
self-critical. We have to understand how to
work with the company’s history. Cassina
has operated for 90 years, so my challenge
is to find a way to deal with the heritage
that isn’t just about keeping it alive – although
the design market absolutely needs items
that retain a kind of authenticity – but also
moves with the time and ensures that the
brand evolves. That’s critical and what we
aspire to is a sort of evolving authenticity.
Actually achieving that, however, is difficult.
You can ask numerous questions, but it
never quite seems to be enough. It’s one
of the real challenges of contemporary design
and is true for any company.

At the IMM Cologne trade fair in January
2016, you initiated MutAzioni – a series of
furniture pieces that cast a contemporary
angle on nine classic designs from Cassina’s
collection. How do you set about revising
such pieces and how do you think brands
should work with their archives?
Older items in a collection are often still being
produced, so you have to think about new ways »

“My challenge is to
find a way to deal
with the heritage
that moves with the
time and ensures
the brand evolves.”

This side: Urquiola recently oversaw the design
of Room Mate Hotel Giulia in Milan.
Opposite: the Gender armchair by Cassina.
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have to respect the foundations of the work
and the brand – and, of course, you also need
to respect the designer, their families, and the
design critics. Each item in your heritage is
important, so you have to put a lot of work
into that. But, in another sense, companies
are always evolving. They’re not just about
the past – they have a present and a future, too.
The present is where we open dialogues with
contemporary designers who are interested in
working with us and where we make new
conversations with those who we already work
with. You can work in a way that is all about
art direction and leading, but you can also
work in a more genuine, human way. You need
to place yourself alongside the designers.

One of the pieces you revived is Gerrit
Rietveld’s iconic Red and Blue armchair from
1917, which was one of the major expressions
of the De Stijl art movement. Why did you
choose to work with a piece as well known
as that, as well as a piece that is so tied
to a particular time?
We wanted to give people a taste of our
maestros, but it was also about telling a story
that we felt we needed to tell. It’s about trying

to open out a little bit of the brand’s universe.
So, Rietveld was an incredible experimental
architect who has inspired me enormously.
He’s one of the heroes of his generation and
I hugely appreciate his homage to the
geometries of De Stijl. We talked to his family
about the Red and Blue chair, who said that
they thought we should put cushions onto
the chair’s wooden frame, as well as executing
it in colours other than red and blue. So we
created an upholstered version in green,
white and black, which makes it rather more
domestic than the 1917 original. The result
became a new version of Rietveld’s original
research. That was important.

One of your first new designs for Cassina
is the Gender armchair, which aims to be
neither masculine nor feminine in tone.
Is this part of the idea that successful
design projects must aspire to work
beyond the purely aesthetic?
I think that the narratives behind new projects
should be connected with things of social
value, or at least have a connection to things
that are happening in contemporary society.
In today’s society, a company doesn’t have

to create a masculine or feminine chair; it can
create a no-gender chair and an item that
is neutral. So for Gender we began with
the idea that through mixing materials you
could also mix up the chair’s tone. People
can choose the materials for themselves, and
thereby they’re choosing what they see as
masculine or feminine – it’s not proscribed.
It’s a way of letting the piece evolve over time
and I think it’s a nice experiment.

How do you strike a balance between past
influence and new ideas?
For me, being connected with contemporary
design and the archive is exactly the same:
I have a lot of respect and a huge belief in both.
A brand is not a museum, but exploration of
the past lets you maintain authenticity while
still keeping things alive and evolving. My
role as a creative director is not just about
creating and commissioning items, but also
about discovering them. I’m here to find
the relationships between things, and how
all of these different aspects might be
connected. There’s a lot of levels of research,
but I’m really proud of this new responsibility
– I hope that people are going to be impressed. v
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Nestled on London’s
Northburgh Street,
Flooring Concepts
has been Bolon’s
exclusive UK
partner for the past
eight years. Here,
the company’s
directors Sarah and
Simon Herman
share the history
of this enduring
collaboration.

How did you get to know Bolon?
Simon Where should I begin? I’ve worked in
the flooring industry for most of my life, but my
first encounter with Bolon was when my wife
Sarah and I were living in the Netherlands.
We saw Bolon flooring in a showroom and just
thought that is was a product with an amazing
future. That was followed up by visiting
a sports shop, which had installed the very
first type of Bolon flooring 10 years earlier. It
still looked good, even after such a long time.
Sarah It was just a wow moment – we felt it was
a product that had to be introduced to the UK.
What was it that captured your interest?
Simon Having come from a textile and carpet
background, it was amazing to see a product
manufactured in the same way as a textile,
but which has design qualities and practicalities
that you cannot achieve with those. The UK is
historically a nation that likes plush carpets,
but that’s changing. Whereas it was once a
challenge to demonstrate to people how Bolon
could be used, we are now doing projects where
the whole building features Bolon flooring.
Sarah I think large numbers of architects
and designers these days see Bolon as the
future. In the early days it really was a
grand endorsement to have people such
as Tom Dixon and Paul Smith using the
product. Bolon installations help a lot too
– they enable people to appreciate the
aesthetics and the modern feeling you get
with Bolon flooring in a space.
Simon Ever since Annica and Marie [Eklund]
took over in 2003, there has been a real change
in the style and design of the product – it has
very much become a fashion and design

material. It has still maintained its
practicalities, but they have raised the bar.
Who is the main client base for Bolon
flooring in the UK?
Simon We target interior designers and
architects, because they’ve the confidence
to work with the product. But we also see
a lot of possibility with property developers
and end-users. As more people use the
product, the more context we get and the
market is really growing. When we started
Flooring Concepts we were working with
Bolon and one or two other brands, but
when we realised that Bolon had so much
potential, we became exclusively 100 per
cent Bolon, which has allowed us to really
focus on the product, showing it to the people
who need to see it.
Sarah We’re currently working on some
beautiful projects such as a project with design
practice Jump Studios to provide Bolon
flooring for the new London headquarters of
advertising agency Saatchi & Saatchi. The
project will feature Bolon flooring throughout
the offices, with Bolon Plank Tiles used in
the executive areas.
We are also working with the Mullen Lowe
advertising group, who have specified about
5,000m2 of Bolon flooring for their London
headquarters. The space is being designed by
Studio Octopi, who are using Flow throughout
the offices and then featuring other patterns
and colours in the breakout areas and
reception. We are very fortunate that Bolon
allows us to work with all types of architects
and designers, from big and small practices.
That’s a real pleasure. v

FACTS
SARAH AND SIMON HERMAN
PROFESSION: Directors of Flooring

Concepts, 2 Northburgh Street

LOCATION: London, UK
PROJECTS: Some notable projects

completed in the UK over the
last 8 years include BBC, BLOC
Hotels, BSKYB, Channel 4,
Fred Perry, Google, Jimmy Choo,
Marks & Spencer, Paul Smith,
Saatchi & Saatchi, SAP, Selfridges,
Skype, Ted Baker, Tom Dixon,
UBM, UBS, Virgin and Volkswagen.
bolon.com
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“Using Bolon
Flooring is a bit like
choosing the fabric
for a suit: it makes you
want to look closely
and to touch.”
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Jean Nouvel

THE AGGLOMERATOR
IN A WORLD wracked by climate change and
resource scarcity, it is crucial for companies
to be conscious of the environmental impact
of their products. Bolon is acutely aware
of the importance of being green. One
machine at its Ulricehamn headquarters
– the Agglomerator – plays a pivotal role in
making this possible.
Bolon’s recycling process starts with
the retention of waste. The company keeps
any excess material produced during the

manufacturing process of its flooring, as well
as purchasing additional waste materials
from suppliers. In the near future, this policy
will be expanded to buying such materials
direct from manufacturers.
Once these substances – such as edge
trimming or yarn – have been cut into small
pieces using a grinder, they are placed into
the Agglomerator. Inside this machine, the
waste is mixed together with brand-new
material and filler, before being melted and

melded together. The result is a brand new
material that can be used as backing for Bolon
flooring. In this way, the agglomerator turns
waste into something valuable and new.
By the end of 2017, after a period of
gathering new types of reusable waste products
and experimenting on different mixtures, the
company will use recycled material in all of its
collections. Through the intelligent reuse of
waste, Bolon is pioneering an environmentally
friendly approach to design and sustainability. v

BOLON IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY PRINTING ERRORS

Bolon is celebrated for the recycling processes
that feed into the production of its flooring – meet
the machine that makes this possible.

